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Spaceborne microwave cross-track scanning radiometers, originally developed for temperature and humidity sounding, 

have shown great capabilities to provide a significant contribution in precipitation monitoring both in terms of 

measurement quality and spatial/temporal coverage. The Passive microwave Neural network Precipitation Retrieval 

(PNPR) algorithm for cross-track scanning radiometers, originally developed for the Advanced Microwave Sounding 

Unit/Microwave Humidity Sounder (AMSU-A/MHS) radiometers (on board the European MetOp and U.S. NOAA 

satellites), has been recently newly designed to exploit the Advanced Technology Microwave Sounder (ATMS) on 

board the Suomi-NPP satellite and the future JPSS satellites. 

This algorithm for ATMS (PNPR v2) represents an evolution of the previous version for AMSU/MHS (PNPR v1) with 

improvements aimed at exploiting the new precipitation sensing capabilities of ATMS with respect to AMSU/MHS. In 

the design of the neural network the new ATMS channels and their combinations, including the brightness temperature 

differences in the water vapor absorption band at 183 GHz are considered . As opposed to other ANN precipitation 

retrieval algorithms, PNPR uses a unique ANN that retrieves the s urface precipitation rate for all types of surface 

backgrounds represented in the training database, i.e., land (vegetated or arid), ocean, snow/ice or coast. This approach 

prevents different precipitation estimates from being inconsistent with one another when an observed precipitation 

system extends over two or more types of surfaces. The ANN is trained using a large database based on cloud-resolving 

model simulations over the European and the African areas. The PNPR algorithm outputs consist of both the surface 

precipitation rate (along with the information on precipitation phase: liquid, mixed, solid) and a pixel-based quality 

index.  

We will illustrate the main features of the PNPR algorithm and will show results of a verification study over Europe and 

Africa carried out to evaluate the performance of PNPR v2 through an intercomparison of the instantaneous 

precipitation estimates with co-located estimates from the TRMM Precipitation Radar (TRMM-PR) and from the GPM 

Core Observatory Ku-band Precipitation Radar (GPM-KuPR). In the comparison with TRMM-PR, over the African 

area, the statistical analysis was carried out for a two-year (2013-2014) dataset of coincident observations. The results 

have shown a good agreement between PNPR v2 and TRMM-PR for the different surface types, with correlation 

coefficient (CC) equal to 0.69 over ocean and 0.71 over vegetated land,  and RMSE equal to 1.30 mm h-1
 

over ocean  

1.11 mm h-1 over vegetated land. The results showed a slight tendency to underestimate moderate to high precipitation, 

mostly over land, and overestimate moderate to light precipitation over ocean.  PNPR v2 shows better performance than 

PNPR v1 thanks to improvements in the design of the neural network and to the improved capabilities of ATMS 

compared to AMSU/MHS. Both versions of PNPR algorithm have shown a general consistency with the TRMM -PR.  

Similar results were obtained for the comparison with GPM-KuPR over the European area (15 months, from March 

2014 to May 2015 of coincident overpasses) with slightly lower CC (0.59 over vegetated land and 0.57 over ocean) and 

RMSE (0.82 mm h-1 over vegetated land and 0.71 mm h -1 
over ocean).  

PNPR is developed within the EUMETSAT H-SAF program (Satellite Application Facility for Operational Hydrology 

and Water Management), where it is used operationally towards the full exploitation of all cross -track scanning 

radiometers in the GPM constellation. The algorithm will be tailored to the future European Microwave Sounder 

(MWS) onboard the MetOp-Second Generation (MetOp-SG) satellites. 

 

 
 


